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About This Game

And so the Exodus began… after a war that lasted only 83 days, Earth has been reduced to a nuclear wasteland. Nine factions
fled the planet in search of a new home among the stars. Only six survived the journey before encountering the Centaurians, an

advanced alien race, who guided the remains of humanity to safety in the Proxima Centauri star system.

Now each faction vies for control, exploiting resources and Centaurian technologies, and battling each other to become the
leader of the next chapter for the human race.

In Exodus: Proxima Centauri, you will take command of one of these 6-factions, making tactical decisions for the advancement
of your fledgling empire. The game progresses through a series of turns, where players fight for control of vital planets and

resources. Players fulfill the role of explorer, colonizer, politician, and military commander, before ultimately a victor is
declared - the next leader of human kind.

Exodus: Proxima Centauri is a 4X game, including elements of eXploration, eXpansion, eXploitation, and eXtermination. It is
adapted from the original board game created by NSKN games.
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Title: Exodus: Proxima Centauri
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Offworld Games, LLC
Publisher:
Offworld Games, LLC
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1280 x 1024 resolution

Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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help please i want to listen to the soundtrack so i bought it but it doesnt show up in steam library. rlly good game. I need more
rooms. Only played one round but for $1 this game is very fun and I can't wait to play it more this weekend!. Very good
Japansese route for this game, I would like to say that is MOSTLY STUNNING BEATIFUL! I'm mostly impressed with Union
Workshop and their hard work making this route as they can.

PROS:
+The 103 is well detailed both outside and inside.
+A very good security system while approaching red signals (ATS) which is like AWS and PZB combined. A bell just ring
which you have to acknowedge within 5 secs. and it plays a nice tone until you stop.
+So much settings in cab!
+Changable train rollsigns and numbers!
+Announcements spoken when you depart or arrive a station.
+Station makrers to tell you where you should stop.
+Good environment on the route!
+This route isn't short with both lines combined, will take a hour to get through both lines.
+7 scenarios!

CONS:
-Only one train to drive while the other (105) is AI only. Maybe they didn't get the cab shot to make it that way but you can still
drive it in freeroam by creating a consist.
-I have a computer with an quad core Intel Xeon E3-1240 and a GTX 760 2GB and this route seem to lag in certain areas,
EVEN WITH NO ANTI-ALIASING.

This route really beats the Maglev by chance and I really enjoyed The Story of Forest Rail. I really don't consider paying $40 for
this but hey, you get a highly detailed route with two detailed trains even the one you can't drive in. I would get recommend to
get this on a sale for a bit off unless you a fan of Japanese trains or add this to your TS collection badly.

I will rate this 8.5\/10.. There is nothing about this game that stands out in difference to any other game of its genre. In fact...
there are better games in this genre then this one. I'd really think about this one before buying and look around to see what else
is on offer and only buy it if you've "beaten" everything else.
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currently (8\/17) unplayable, i just played the 1st level of this for recording, could not hit a poor single soul on the street! the
mouse sensitivity is out the window (too high) and there are no option to set it. you can easily pull a 180. also, when you poo, the
camera flips a 180 so you're pooing behind out and have to find the poor soul on earth. i would love to play this, i know there's
some creative protential, but the controls are out the window and there's no options. wtf?! how can you have a game with no
option!?. This is a slick throwback game, with very tight controls and challenging level design. It is meant to be played a certain
way and it teaches you the proper way to play along the way by killing you repeatedly. If you die in this game it is your fault,
which is part of the learning curve. They did a good job of simulating the NES difficulty from back in the day, but without the
sluggish controls that plagued many games from that era. Protip: Read the manual to learn the secret technique to beating time
trials. Overall if you love retro style games I would also recommend picking up the Oniken + Odallus combo back as both
games are excellent and made by the same studio.
. Took me almost an hour and had some nice scares (and with one jumpscare). There was some light puzzling. The graphics
were fine and it ran well on my laptop. The best thing about it was the sound design, which was really freaky and added to the
atmosphere. One thing that was really nice was being able to press "M" at any time and see a list of your current objectives.

The negatives are the bad English translation, which isn't so bad that you don't know what to do or what is going on, and the
length, which I guess is okay for the price. The monster is scary, but isn't hard to get away from. That could be either a positive
or a negative depending on your preference.

Overall, I'd say it's alright for a short first person horror, and I really enjoyed it.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2hMVnRG0OU

So I have been wanting to do a Game vid for a while but there has been nothing but a constant stream of shovelware on Steam
since Emberstone. Doom came out and I was pumped but not only was the game not fun to play but when I tried to record it
crashed my computer. Then I looked back and was like,. HEY I haven't played Kartong yet! I have to say I've been missing out!

So many game devs seem to forget they are building their game in VR. I Loved SVRVIVE when it came out and this Studio
nailed it again. Kartong is so fun to play and so immersive! I completely forgot I was recording in many instances I was so
absorbed in this game. It's bascially a Pac Man Style game really where you try to get through these atmospheric cardboard
mazes and collect items to battle the enemies that are roaming through the maze. I must admit I thought for some reason there
was a multi player mode but alas ,.. there is not. would be fun to run around and race your friends to the end though! nudge
nudge wink wink SVRVIVE studios. haha.

Graphics: At first I was pretty dissapointed until I saw the settings menu, which btw is super easy to use and navigate using
motion control, and bumped up the settings and man. they are beautiful. super crisp and clear! The style of this game is just so
great. you really feel like you are a tiny person in this giant maze made by some messed up kid ,.. seriously,.. this kid has
issues... from the Giant roaches that scurry by you to the freaky♥♥♥♥♥teddy bears and those damn bunny things! I don't know
if there are more I didn't play forever but they are certainly creepy! just a super atmosphere!

Sound: Sound is great! directional which is handy for hearing where those enemies are coming from with the spooky sounds that
they make as they walk around. the music is great! kind of a creepy circus/toy store style music that plays hauntingly in the
background.

Locomotion: you have the option to teleport, or walk and can play the free loco decoupled or not,.. (ahem bethesda,.. WTF!?) so
that is great! It is just so important for game devs to give us those options. I for one initially got sick with free loco when I first
started playing VR in sept 16,. but have got my VR legs now and teleport just sucks in comparisson but I can see why it needs to
be there. Just give us the option! thanks SVRVIVE! My only gripe would be that you have to stand in the little circle in the
middle of your playspace or the game goes black. For room scale purposes I would love to be able to move around a bit more.

Game play: the peeps at SVRVIVE studios just nail it when it comes to VR game play. There is so much more to it than just
walking and shooting. Kartong does a great job of utilizing motion controllers! You can effortlessly pick up the obects you find
and items that are find in giant gift boxes all over the mazes. Also you open the boxes with either big steering wheels or turn
keys that you find after killing the eneimies in the mazes. things like loading your crossbow with different types of ammo like
stick pins, or lit matches, (don't forget to light you matches, haha) just feel great and natural.
just another way to make you feel immersed in your game!
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So in closeing, Kartong is a title you really must have in your VR Library. I does right what so many big "AAA" studios do
wrong! for like 9 bucks or whatever the price is it's totally worth the money. Really I feel like this game could be easily a 25
dollar game. Do yourself a favor and download Kartong and enjoy!

. Excellent gameplay, controls and dynamics. Very close to Forza motrosport type of gameplay. I love it's drift mechanics.
Awesome game.

Thanks. Game is extremely short spent 2 hours and 48 minutes to beat it. The game it self is pretty easy but rather slow pace for
combat. The troops in the game are pretty weak so u tend to just overuse your god powers to get though a level.. Crusader Kings
2 and metal? This is awesome.. DO NOT BUY! very bad model, sound are rubbish. Should be given awa for free, or
they should give us money to take the bloody thing. and NO Evening Star!
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